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"Splendid! This is splendid! Mister Wolf, not only are you a talented man, but your greatness is known even to government

figures! My admiration for you grows even deeper with each passing day!" Angus could not help bursting into laughter as he said

this, he knew Leon for a while now and was beginning to grow familiar with Leon's background.

Initially, he thought Leon was just a nobody who hailed from Springfield City and would not be able to achieve much in a big city

like the Southern Region, but now, he finally realized just how much he underestimated Leon!

The fact that Leon managed to build connections with the Dragon Corps themselves proved to be an incredible feat that not even

the major families could have achieved, much less any ordinary man!

His impression of Leon changed entirely!

"Marvelous Leon! He surprises us at every turn, and I truly wonder just how much he still has up his sleeve," Patrick and Damian

were equally as delighted, grinning from ear to ear.

Iris and Snow were just as pleasantly surprised. They were both close with Leon and were familiar with his situation, and yet, this

was their first time discovering that Leon had connections to the Dragon Corps, which was no doubt a shocking revelation!

Although none of them were sure how Leon managed to pull this off, one thing was clear; no matter how Joel continued trying to

manipulate his way out of this, there was no way Oliver and Abraham would buy into his lies anymore!

This thought reassured them very much, and they finally felt as though a weight was lifted off their shoulders.

"Who on earth is this twat? How could he have gotten involved with the Dragon Corps?" In contrast, Devon, Joel, and the rest of

the Hiltons were ashen-faced, their hearts sinking at the realization that they lost.

After all, it was indeed Seth's fault in the first place!

If only Oliver and Abraham were swayed into believing them, with the evidence at hand, the Hiltons could stand a chance of

sending them off and defeating Leon once and for all!

However, neither Oliver nor Abraham believed a single word of theirs, and no matter how hard they tried to persuade them

otherwise, their efforts would be futile!

"Elder Hiltons, since no one has yet to get hurt, we'll give you one last chance! If you retreat right this instant, we Dragon Corps

will choose to turn a blind eye to what you did today! If not, well —you’ll have to bear the consequences!" Oliver warned.

"Um," the color drained from their faces at this. They already outnumbered Leon by a significant margin and were just moments

away from taking him down, so none of them wanted to give up such a valuable opportunity, but now, with the Thompsons, the

Hughes, and even the Dragon Corps on

Leon's side, they blew their chances!

None of them dared to square up against all three of these parties at the same time—crossing time would come at a hefty price

that none of them could bear!
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